ATTACHMENT A TO THE CONSENT AGREEMENT

This Attachment identifies and describes the Farms and Emission Units covered by this Agreement. This Agreement has no effect on any Farm or Emission Unit not specifically listed on this Attachment. The terms used in this Attachment shall have the meaning given to those terms in the Agreement.

The attached Farm Information Sheets and Emission Unit Information Sheets provide information about each Farm and Emission Unit(s) to be covered by this Agreement. A separate form for each Farm and each Emission Unit covered by the Agreement is attached below and as such is an integral part of this Attachment. By identifying a Farm for coverage under the Agreement, Respondent is asserting that the Farm meets the definition of a Farm in the Agreement and contains at least one Emission Unit as defined in the Agreement. Also by identifying an Emission Unit at a Farm for coverage under the Agreement, Respondent is asserting that the Emission Unit meets the definition of an Emission Unit in the Agreement. Unless Respondent identifies a Contract Grower for a Farm, Respondent is also asserting it owns, operates or otherwise controls the Farm.
I certify under penalty of law that the information contained in this submittal to EPA is accurate, true, and complete. I understand that there are significant civil and criminal penalties for making false or misleading statements to the United States Government.

[Signature]______________________________________________

[Name] __________________________ [Title] __________________________ [Date]
[Participating Company] __________________________
[Participating Company’s Address] __________________________
FARM INFORMATION SHEET (FILL OUT ONE SHEET FOR EACH FARM)

Name of Farm:______________________________________________

Is the Farm owned and operated by a Contract Grower or is otherwise a contract farm?

   ____ yes   ____ no

Name of Contract Grower (if applicable):______________

Location:_____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

(street address, city, county, state)

Animal Type (check all that apply):
   ___ Poultry (layers)
   ___ Poultry (broilers)
   ___ Poultry (turkeys)
   ___ Dairy Cattle (heifers or milking cattle)
   ___ Swine (nursery, sow or finisher)
   ___ Other (please identify)

For all Farms that Respondent owns and/or operates, provide a Farm sketch/diagram that numbers or otherwise identifies all Emission Units listed on this Farm Information Sheet.
EMISSION UNIT INFORMATION SHEET (FILL OUT ONE SHEET FOR EACH EMISSION UNIT)

Name of Farm where Emission Unit is located:_____________

Unit name and/or number: ________________________________

Date placed in service:_______________________________

Design capacity (No. of animals or No. of gallons):_____

If the Emission Unit is a manure storage and treatment system in use at the Farm, check all that apply:

___ pull plug/flush/in-ground manure storage basin (if lagoon, specify type)

___ deep pit/in-ground manure storage basin (if lagoon specify type)

___ shallow pit/open manure storage

___ shallow pit/closed manure storage

___ deep pit/open manure storage

___ deep pit/closed manure storage

___ manure belt/closed manure storage

___ manure belt/open manure storage

___ flush/open manure storage

___ flush/closed manure storage

___ scrape/open manure storage

___ scrape/closed manure storage

___ other (briefly describe)
If the Emission Unit is a building, enclosure, or structure that permanently or temporarily houses Agricultural Livestock, check all that apply with respect to the ventilation type:

___ natural
___ mechanical
___ other (please describe)

Emission Control Technology (please list type and briefly describe if applicable):